
Star Man 
Civilian name:  Euan Douglas  

Age:  31 

Occupation: Professor of Archeology 

Publisher: Calum’s Sad Games Co.   

First Appearance: Superlatives Promotion Special #1  

Creator: Ignatious    

Identity: Secret  

Species: Human  

Team Affiliation:     

Gender: Male 

Hair Colour: Bald 

 Eye Colour: Green (White when wearing his mantle) 

Power slots: 1 Child 1 Human 1 Super [53 68 63) 

Skill slot: Human 63  

Skill Points: 126  

Origin: Wrapped in an ancient mantle woven by Lugh in ancient days.    

Powers:  

Child Strength 53% 

Star Man’s stick like limbs are substantially weaker than those of most men his age. He can 
support his own weight but struggles to walk against a stiff breeze. He cannot dig a substantial 
hole.  

Super Star Magic 68% 

Star Man’s cloak has two stars embroidered on it. Either can be made to glow. This glow can 
illuminate an area or blind enemies. They can be detached and sent to track down others or 
attack his foes. Once detached they can be reabsorbed into the cloak by simple wrapping it 
around the star. This cloak is proof against gunfire, cold and rain (an essential trait in Scotland). 

Experiences   

Born and raised in Perth. 25% 

He trained in archeology in Saint Andrews. 25% 



Travelled to France to study Roman and Celtic ruins there. While in France he completed his 
doctorate. 36% 

He returned to Scotland and began teaching in Dundee, while living in Star.1 25% 

Finding a hidden mantle in a ruin he was helping document, Euan became Star Man. 15% 

Star Man can speak English, Scots and French. He can read Latin and Ogham. 

Wounds: 4   

Star Man started out as the local hero for Star, but swiftly realized that a village of five hundred 
commuters had little need for a full time hero. Now he spends most of his time commuting into 
Dundee and Saint Andrews to deal with whatever supervillain is robbing/created by their 
universities today.  

Network  
Civilian name: ?  

Age: ?  

Occupation: ?  

Publisher: Calum’s Sad Games Co.  

First Appearance: Neon Web #1  

Creator: Sabetha  

Identity: Secret  

Species: Human  

Team Affiliation:  

Gender: Male  

Hair Colour: Black  

Eye Colour: Grey  

Power slots: 1 godlike 1 hyper 1 peak (50 43 24)  

Skill Slot: Peak 24  

Skill points: 48  

Origin: Claims to be the victim of unethical experiments.  

Powers:  

                                                           
1 Which I hasten to add is an actual village in Fife. 



Godlike Technopathy 50%  

Can access electronic communications such as the Internet. Cannot stop himself from intercepting 
electronic communications such as the Internet. Cannot be horrified, nauseated, or aroused. 
Network is fluent in any language that has a sufficiently large sample on the Internet. By accessing 
travel guides, “how to” books, and similar materials Network can learn almost any skill. Through 
hacking Network can shut down the infrastructure of most countries, and has set up fail safes to 
do so if he is killed.  

Hyper Apophenia2 43%  

Network suspects that he may be fictional.  Network is able to perceive conspiracies and deduce 
the secret identities of others. Network is unable to consistently distinguish between reality and 
fiction. Network can easily crack most codes or ciphers.  

Experiences  

Network’s past and identity is a mystery, perhaps even to himself. 48%  

  

Wounds: 44  

Network is a synesthetic, paranoid schizophrenic.  Sometimes he claims to be a victim of 
experimentation by GCHQ, sometimes he claimed to have volunteered. Sometimes the 
government involved was American, French, Russian, Chinese, Canadian, Indian, Brazilian or even 
the EU. Sometimes he blames his powers on aliens, his own experimentation, a freak accident or 
a conspiracy by yogurt manufacturers. Regardless of where his powers came from he is a 
technopath of incredible power, able to simultaneously access every computer linked to a 
network he is connected to. Sadly this power has driven him mad.  

With the entire Internet pouring through his mind, he sees patterns no one else can, some 
incredible insights into sociology, others coincidences, and many simply fabrications of a 
synesthetic schizophrenic with more information than the human mind can conceivably process. 
Network is seen as an ambivalent figure by most heroes. On one hand he is immensely capable at 
unravelling conspiracies and predicting disasters. On the other he constantly perceives enemies 
where none exist, and many fear it is only a matter of time before he unleashes catastrophe.  

 

                                                           
2 Apophenia is the ability to see patterns.   
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